
HYGIENISTS IN PRINT= DENTAL MIXTURES=FICTION & NON-FICTION–MAY-2012 
[[AUTHORS’S ANSWERS]]  
Two cute kids books are JACK RUSSELL: DOG DETECTIVE ==DOG DEN MYSTERY by Darrel & Sally Odgers 

I WANT MY TOOTH- by Tony Ross 

A CRAFTY KILLING, A Victoria Square Mystery--Lorraine Bartlett= Deposited in McKinlay Mill in upstate NY= 
Protagonist Katie Bonner was separated from husband Chad when he was killed in a supposedly car accident. They were saving 
to buy a bread & breakfast, but Chad took the money & invested with Ezra Hilton in Artisans Alley, a warehouse inlayed with 
booths for crafters & artisans. Ezra is found murdered in the Alley. He left 1/2 of his estate to Katie & 1/2 to his nephew Gerald. 
Katie already had 10% which gives her more power & the push to quit a job she hates. Gerald wants to sell to developers & 
Katie doesn’t. The Alley needs a manager & lots of help. Financially things aren’t great. She roots into Ezra’ death.  

ARTFUL TIDBITS: 1. “He smiled, his white teeth resembling pristine white marble tombstones.’ 2. “My dad was a retired 
DDS” [[I chose a DDS because I wanted Tracy's father to have an honorable profession. She knew that Ezra had failed at every 
business he had ever managed, whereas her father had been a successful (& beloved) person in McKinlay Mill.]] 3. “Yeah, but 
you could crack a bicuspid or something.” [[“I chose bicuspid just because I like the word. It's cuter than a molar.”]]4. “…looked 
up from her order pad, flashing Katie a braces-filled smile.”  

NOTE: [[Lorraine exposed: “I probably add so many teeth references to my books because I have so many dental problems.  
Just finished getting 2 dental implants (that took the place of a broken bridge). Very expensive, & 6 months in the making, but I 
can eat bagels again! Yay!”]] 

THE WALLED FLOWER Lorraine Bartlett = Katie Bonner’s dead husband investing their money in Victoria Square, 
prevented them from purchasing the Webster mansion &making it a B & B. She takes a pizza over to the new owners who are 
doing their own renovations. They offer to let her take a swing at 1 wall being ripped down. They discover a body that has 
evidently been there for years. It’s disclosed its Heather Winston, the niece of Rose Nash, 1 Victoria Square vendors. Rose begs 
Kate to help find her niece’s killer. Kate’s dealing with another vendor who has it in for a crafter whose booth is next to hers. A 
store owner asks her to step in at the last minute to take over the job of Matron of Honor at her wedding.  
FRAGRANT TIDBITS: 1. “Katie popped the candy into her mouth & crunched it between her molars.” 2. “Dental records will 
confirm whether or not the remains are Heather Winston’s.’ he reaffirmed.” “Heather & everyone else in town went to Dr. 
Elliott. He’s been dead for years. His daughter was --.”  “I’m sure we’ll locate the records, ma’am,’ Davenport said, cutting her 
off, ‘although it may take some time.” 3. “She’d never been fond of the candy-covered nuts-especially after cracking a tooth on 1 
several years before.” 4. “She popped the peppermint into her mouth & immediately scrunched it between her molars.” 5. “Andy 
said, ‘You know I hate when you do that.” 
 
SO HAPPY TOGETHER=Maryann McFadden= Claire Nobel had a baby when she was a teenager in N J but never married 
the father. She moved out of her parent’s house when she became a teacher. After a big argument, her teenage daughter Amy 
leaves for a few years. In her 40’s, Claire, cares for her aging parents & gets engaged to Rick Saunders, who wants to move to 
Arizona. Claire has a flair for photography & has been accepted for a photography class in Cape Cod. Just as she’s about to 
leave, Amy shows up unexpectedly, pregnant & unmarried. Claire forgoes the class when her granddaughter is born. At the same 
time, a man who’s doing an article on the canals in her area, asks her to be his photographer. Will she be able to answer that 
opportunity knock?  
Note: [[Maryann injected: “I must say, this is the most different letter I've ever gotten from a reader! I had no idea I had so many 
dental references LOL. I don't know that there's much I can add here, except for the answers to your questions below, but I 
appreciate your efforts. I'm so glad you enjoyed the book!”]] 
DELVE INTO DENTAL WITH 1. “AT TEN O’CLOCK, just like every other night at the same time, Fanny slowly trudged up 
the long flight of stairs to go to bed, the throb in her hip like a toothache now.” [[That was included because,  “I thought people 
could identify with that kind of pain, it is more familiar to younger readers, the steady throb of a toothache, & can imagine it in 
the joint.”]] 2. “Fanny washed her face, took out her teeth & set them into the plastic cup, & watched the liquid fizz.” 3. “I just 
want to get it over with. This’ll be like going to the DDS.” 4 “IT WAS WORSE THAN THE DDS, Claire thought, as they were 
driving back 3 hours, later.” [[For 3&4 she used the dentist comparison, “Because as a kid, I had my teeth damaged from 
Tetracycline & so had lots of dental problems over the years. Hence, I dread going, & used that for my character.”]] 5. 
“Normally he’d be pumped, but he looked like he was going for a root canal instead.” [[She said the root comparison was there 
because, “Again, it's a common humorous comment when dreading something, so identifiable.”]]. 6. “Rose got her 1st tooth. It 
just popped through. On the bottom in the middle.” “Wow, that’s young. You were 7 months when you got yours.” “Jared said 
he got his really young, before 5 months.” 
 
HOLLY AND HOMICIDE=Leslie Caine= (Steve) Sullivan & (Erin) Gilbert  of Sullivan & Gilbert Designs from Crestview, 
CO, are decorating the newly renovated, not opened yet, Snowcap Inn in Snowcap, Colorado. Decorating a newly converted 
mansion into the Snowcap Inn can be deadly & dangerous.  Snowcap residents aren’t happy with the outsiders working there. 
Strange things are materializing. Bones are found when the front entry is being redone.  
HOLIDAY TIDBITS: 1.“He’d once explained that he suffered from anxiety attacks but hated to take medication, so he’d 
managed to convince himself that breath mints were beta-blockers. 2. “After splashing water on my face ad using toothpaste on 
my finger to brush my teeth (& tongue, just on principle), I emerged from the bathroom.” 3. “Plus, we’re in the process of getting 
a Santa’s sleigh, silver-painted chocolates kisses, & big gumdrops. This house is every kid’s dream!” “Every DDS’s maybe,’ the 



woman scoffed.” 4. “I was actually considering licorice strings, but I’m worried about the animals’ teeth. The last thing I want to 
do is give them cavities.” “Birds don’t have teeth.” “But we have so many squirrels around here. It’s not like they can go to the 
DDS.” “I’ve never thought about squirrel dental hygiene before.” 5. “…& approached along with Ben, hoping that this was just a 
dog’s old bone. But there were no telltale teeth marks, & its shape & size looked all too human.” 6. “My teeth were hitting 
together so hard, they were sure to shatter.” 

LOSERS LIVE LONGER Russell Atwood=N.Y. PI Peyton Sherwood looks in the death of PI George Rowell that may not be 
accidental like the cops thought it was. Modern day characters with a reality TV star & a scam investment person are inlayed. 

LIFE TIDBITS:  1. Talking about a business card-“Matt probably used most of them to pick gristle from his teeth, but he’d 
given 1 at least to Owl.” 2. “Only other things, a zippered toilet bag with a denture brush in it, tooth polish, an old fashioned 
razor, & a can of shaving cream.” 3. “Several bottom front teeth were missing, the rest slanted into a craggy yellow W.” 4. “He 
was a stocky middle-aged Middle Easterner with a puckered scar on his left cheek & gold in his smile.” 5. “He didn’t utter a 
word, just looked at me like I was something he’d picked out of his teeth but couldn’t remember what he’d eaten that was that 
shade of green. I said, “You siced Moe Fedel on me & he sent those 2 glamour cops of his over to pull my teeth.” … “I also 
didn’t tell you there’s no fuckin’ Tooth Fairy.” 6. Tigger flashed me a grin, her nose ring tinkling in contact with her 2 front 
teeth, giving off a silvery ping.” 7. “One of his canines was chopped in 1/2.”  

THUGLIT PRESENTS HARDCORE HARDBOILED --Edited by Todd Robinson --Introduction by Otto Penzler The short-
story writers are Mike Toomey. Ken Bruen, Sam Edwards, Jordan Harper, Tim Wohlforth, Ryan Oakley, Sean Chercover, Hana 
K. Lee, Mike MacLean, Donovan Arch Montierth, J. D. Smith, Frank Zafiro, Victor Gischler, B. H. Shepherd, Vinnie Penn, Bill 
Fitzhugh, Vincent Kovar, Duane Swierczynski, Patty Templeton, Stephen Allan, Jeffrey Bangkok, Bryon Quertermous, David 
Bareford, & Charlie Stella. I am not a vampire reading person but loved The All-Night Dentist story. These are stories told from 
the men & women thugs' point of view, including those who don't think they are a thug like a cop. They deal with sex, violence, 
& greed. Laughter is also exposed. Some thugs never learned who & what to trust & died realizing that. I loved Otto's last 3 lines 
in his intro: "If you're man enough you'll love this book. If you're not, give it to your girlfriend. If she accepts it & enjoys it, 
never turn your back on her. For the curious, try www.thuglit.com. It’s exposed as neo-noir fiction. 

DENTAL BITES: Vincent Kovar’s The All-Night Dentist= 9 pages are chock-full of dental. Most of whom this unnamed DDS 
are the undead aka vampires. He does have a late afternoon clinic to keep the IRS happy. He claims “Good DDSs are hard to find 
especially ones who are open all night.” The DDS also states, “You’ve probably heard that DDSs have the highest suicide rate of 
any profession. No one is quite sure why but we do seem to be a depressive lot, even those who get out into the sunshine with 
greater regularity than me. We spend a lot of time in the office with the DDS working on his patients. Kovar confirms a meth-
mouth on 1 patient, & what the DDS does to fix it. We learn, as does the DDS, that vampires supernumerary cuspids fold down 
from the palate. Antonia’s lawyer’s paralegal calls & wants to set up a prophy appointment. Why? The nameless DDS’ wife 
Antonia has been fooling around. He wants her dead & asks a patient to do the deed. He does pay a high price for it.  

NOTE: Brant Bites Back by Ken Bruen, The Long Count by Sam Edwards, Kill Posse by Victor Gischler, & Murder Boy by 
Bryon Quertermous have a drop more dental than some other stories. 

BEATING THE DEVIL’S GAME – a History of Forensic Science and Criminal Investigation Katherine Ramsland, Ph.D. 
It doesn’t read like a text. Ramsland traces forensic science evolution all over the world. The tidbits start in the extremely early 
B.C. era. We’re instructed how certain science words came about. There’re a number of firsts including some things we know & 
some most of us didn’t know. There’re interesting cases & people, including criminals & authors. Ramsland packs examples of 
where words originated. Did you know that Charles Dickens in an article called Scotland Yard officers, before it became what it 
is known for, “Detective Police.” That was the 1st use of detective. Francois Eugene Vidocq volunteered to join King Louis 
XVI’s military instead of going to prison. (He ended up later in prison.) He did multiple things including creating the world’s 1st 
undercover detective organization, the world’s 1st private detective agency, (1833), & also wrote the 1st detective story. Edgar 
Allan Poe helped police realize the importance of mug shots over written descriptions. She even probes the future.  
     DENTAL ABOUNDS with: 1. Dentistry got noticed at the same time with ideas that helped criminal investigation. In 1728 
France Pierre Fauchard wrote Treatise on the Teeth making European DDSs realize teeth could ID dead people. That got them to 
help with criminal cases. 2. A Boston 1849 case was the 1st dental testimony one 3. Odontology came into an American case with 
bite marks on a dead woman. 4. A fire killed a number of attending French aristocrats in 1897 when they attended a charity sale. 
That gave odontology more recognition. DDSs who treated these people were able to ID them so their families could claim them.  
5. In 19442 & 1948 England, bite marks on a women’s bodies gave forensic dentistry & forensic odontology exposure. 6. Dr. 
Sam Sheppard’s story is mentioned. He son is mentioned but not his RDH profession. 7. Ted Bundy tried to grind down his own 
teeth to disguise his bite. More included. 
 
AS MEAT LOVES SALT =Maria McCann =She injects a glimpse of 17th century dental practices. Jacob Cullen, who became a 
servant when his family lost their money, escapes with his life when men, looking for a murderer, are after him & his family. He 
survives fighting in England’s civil war saved by soldier/aristocrat Christopher Ferris. At Ferris’ aunt’s, Cullen has a horrible 
toothache. Neither chewing cloves, hot & cold objects on his jaw, or tinctures stop it; the toothache moves. Aunt tells Cullen, 
You won’t be any prettier with a front tooth out, but at least he won’t have to pull your head off.” She thinks its worms in his 
tooth. Mr. Chaperain arrives to pull the tooth insisting Cullen be tied down since he’s so big. Chaperain claims it was the 
soundest he ever pulled. It was a good tooth. McCann deposits quite a bit on the tooth experiences in more than 1 place. 



Fortunately he has no more tooth problems when they try to set up a commune. Not a nice person/ex-army surgeon/Benjamin 
Botts, now a toothdrawer, wants to be a commune member.     
 
DEATH BY CASHMERE—Sally Goldenbaum=Izzy Chambers went to law school to please her father. Her better judgment 
kicked in, & she dropped out of practicing law. Izzy goes to Sea Harbor, MA, where she spent some summers & where she has 
family. The knitting shop she opens emerges into a Thursday night knitting club, the Seaside Knitters, & dinner. Izzy rents out 
the room above the store to Angie Archer. She’s from here & is back doing research for the museum on deeds, the quarries & 
properties, etc. in the area.  Recently there seems to be a lobster poacher. The boat owners are trying to set up cameras to see if 
they can spot whoever is responsible& extract him. Pete Halloran, part owner of 1 lobster boat, has asked Angie out. However, 
Izzy spots her that night in the bookstore having an argument with Tony Framingham. The next morning, Angie’s body is 
discovered by Pete’s sister Cass, in her boat ‘s empty traps. Someone’s encouraging the police to think it’s a random act & that 
the killer has probably headed to the border. 
     SOFT TIDBITS: Nell is knitting a special scarf and has dropped some rows. She goes to Izzy for help who proceeds to use a 
narrow darning needle & then replace that with a #6 needle & “purled a solids row. After that, she slipped a string of dental floss 
through the darning needle & through each stitch in the row. A lifeline. ….Move the floss up every now & then, & at least you 
won’t lose much.” [[“Thanks for the kind words about Death by Cashmere, & thank you so much for giving it some attention. 
I have used dental floss in a very similar project—a lacy shawl with lots of yarn overs. It’s so easy to lose your place, but tearing 
our in lace patterns is almost impossible (at least for me!) to figure out which row I am on. So the dental floss offers a kind of life 
line—making it very easy to figure the row out. I am not sure where I came across the tip, but I know knitters use dental floss in 
other ways, too. I will round some up for you. And I will remember to include them in the next book. Thanks so much!” 
  
LOVE HER TO DEATH-Linda Palmer  =Widowed Morgan Tyler is the co-executive producer of the daytime drama Love of 
My Life filmed in NY. When she was the top writer she didn’t have the responsibility & aggravation that goes with producer title. 
She still has to come up with ideas for the show & fight people involved in production. Something has transpired with the show, 
& Morgan has to go to LA to work. Leading lady Cybelle Carter tells Morgan a secret. She has a very wealthy estranged 
husband, whom she’s sure wants her dead. She’s changed her name hoping that will keep him from finding her. Jeannie Ford, 
Cybelle’s double from the show, is having trouble with her abusive boyfriend. Cybelle invites her to come to her place. It was a 
good plan for Cybelle but not for Jeannie, since she gets murdered in Cybelle’s apartment. This needles Morgan because she got 
Jeannie the job.  
    It’s either feast or famine for Morgan’s love life. Now she is feasting with Det. Matt Phoenix, & Kevin “Chet” Thompson, 
author & criminal psychologist. “Doing the deed”, well that’s another story.  

SHOW TIDBITS: 1.“If what-his-name comes near you,” Johnny said, “I’ll be like a pit bull with a tooth ache.” 2.-“Lori Cole 
purred. “I can’t wait to hear all about it. Oh---would you like a coup of my lemon grass tea?”  “I’d rather have a cavity drilled. 
Chet calls Matt, not to his face, Inspector Tight-Lips. Wanting to talk to Morgan alone, her co-producer Tommy Zenos says, 
“I’ve got an appointment to get my teeth cleaned. Walk me to the elevator.” 

 

WHAT-THE-DICKENS The Story of a Rogue Tooth Fairy by Gregory Maguire spits out the tale of WHAT-THE-
DICKENS, a little, orphaned at birth, skibbereen, who really doesn’t know what he is. We discover about WHAT-THE-
DICKENS when the Ormsby children’s, Dinah, Zeke & Rebecca, somewhat unusual parents disappear in a horrendous storm. 
Their 21 year old cousin Gage Tavenner, who had just come to visit, spins them a yarn about tooth fairies. Gage hopes this will 
help take their minds off having very little food, water, diapers & no electricity. He spins the saga of WHAT-THE-DICKENS 
telling how he 1st met McCavity the cat who wanted to be his friend; how he meets a little old lady who wears dentures; how he 
encounters a lion & is able to get 1 of his teeth; & how he gets to know Pepper, who’s on a skibbereen training mission & 
doesn’t do well. WHAT-THE-DICKENS likes her & is there to help her.  

How the skibbereens use the teeth they get from children, & how they get the money to give to the children is a riot. Not all tooth 
fairies are created equal. Some are in the uppers & some in the lowers. We’re instructed how the fairies pick their names. There’s 
the crown Dr. Ill. If you put dr & ill together you get drill. There’s Old Flossie. Pepper got her name from peppermint. Not all 
took a dental name.  

 
OBLIVIOUS= Cynthia Depre= Olivia Chatham is almost 30 & has been divorced 3 times. She’s now living at home. At her 
parents’ Christmas party, she meets Tucker Monroe. The next day, the police bring Tucker in for questioning because Professor 
Cheryl Mecklenberg, whom Tucker took home from the party, was murdered after he dropped her off. Olivia is ½ of his alibi. 
The 2 DENTAL TIDBITS for OBLIVIOUS are 1. “..using a toothbrush to comb hair &…” 2. “…gettiing bite in the ass and 
having tooth marks in his ass.” 
      I wrote to Cynthia Depre after wining her OBLIVIOUS to ask if she wrote anything with dental in it. [[She inlayed: “I donate 
to a local women's shelter. Amanda's Rib had a subplot of domestic violence, one of my hot button issues. It was a darker 
mystery/romance than Oblivious. I don't recall anything in AR about teeth or DDSs, but there really is a strong connection 
anyway. I hope this doesn't bore you. When I wrote the Amanda character, who had been abused by an ex-husband, I had trouble 
at times getting into her head. We all think how we'd react to being hit, but how would we really? I wanted it to be as real as I 
could make it. But my hubby is a sweetie & wouldn't dream of hitting. So I had to use my wildest imaginings to *become* her at 
times. The solution was to imagine how it feels to be in the DDS’ chair. That may seem stupid, but it worked. I'm terrified of 
DDSs. When I'm in his chair, & the light's in my eyes, & his hands are in my mouth, & the equipment is making those horrible 
high-pitched sounds, I'm completely at his mercy & scared to pieces. I'm so bad I even need happy gas for a cleaning. LOL He's 



very nice & patient, but I'm a puddle of nerves. So I used my fear of DDSs to put myself in Amanda's head when she felt most 
vulnerable. It's not funny, like your articles, but shows DDSs can be handy for more things than teeth!”]] 
 
MURDER CAN RAIN ON YOUR SHOWER = Selma Eichler =PI Desiree Shapiro is determined to discover who murdered 
her niece Ellen’s future aunt, Bobbi Jean Morton, at Ellen’s surprise bridal shower .It seems all the society women there had a 
reason to kill her. This includes Carla Freemont, RDH, who lost her husband to Morton. The funny thing is Eichler describes 
Carla’s teeth (more than once) as large & yellow with the suggestion that she should consider getting porcelain veneers. Carla 
appears throughout the book, but only in 1 section is her profession mentioned & that is when Shapiro contacts her at her dental 
office. [[Eichler informed me that when she started to write about Carla’s character, she didn’t have a profession in mind for her; 
she just “saw” her. However, at that time, she thinks she subconsciously created Carla, the RDH, because 1 of her favorite 
people, her former RDH, stopped working to re-coop from a serious illness. Carla because a RDH because “it’s a nice, clean 
profession: pun intended according to Eichler.]] Shapiro is reminded by her secretary Jackie that she needs to call her DDS for an 
appointment. This is her 3rd  reminder. She claims there’s no hurry to schedule because, “she was in no mad rush to have 
someone poke away at my gums until they bled.” Shapiro also has a conversation with the dental office trying to make an 
appointment. [[The appointment she is trying to make is for a prophy, & the bleeding part is there because she feels you always 
get bleeding during a thorough cleaning- & she says, “it’s something most of us accept as necessary for healthy teeth & gums. 
Please forgive the bleeding gums. I much prefer those to a pap smear!”]] One cop working on the case is Officer Smilowitz. 
[[His name was an accident. Originally he was Officer Whittaker; however, once she realized he was a minor character in 
another book, the name Whittaker had to go.]]  

THE DIVA HAUNTS THE HOUSE—Krista Davis—Protagonist. Sophie Winston & some high school kids have decorated a 
community haunted house, that’s really supposed to be haunted. They’ll have tours & hand out candy taking place over the 
weekend. While at home with a couple of the kids, a little neighborhood boy comes to Sophie’s door crying saying the man is 
scary. He evidently left his house without his sitter knowing. Taking him home she goes by her rival domestic diva Natasha, who 
is dating Sophie’s ex-husband. The child had a right to be scared. The man is dead with puncture wounds on his neck.  
FRIGHTENING TIDBITS: 1. “My favorite part was the dresser, where a gleaming manicure kit was displayed along with 
dental files.” [[The dental files are included because “Why, every self-respecting vampire needs to care for his teeth.  Without 
fangs, it would be tough to bite people and drink their blood! Actually, I have to give credit where it's due. My critique partner, 
author Janet Bolin, suggested the dental files, & I thought they were a perfect addition to a vampire's bedroom.”]] 2. He opened 
his hand to reveal teeth—teeth with prominent vampire fangs jutting from them.” 3. “He studied me, holding the teeth in a palm 
that was extended toward me, as though he expected me to address them” “& I know nothing about the teeth in your hand.” “I 
didn’t extend my hand this time, lest he put the vampire orthodontia in it again.” 4. “He grinned, displaying large yellow teeth.” 
5. “I didn’t see any vampire partials in his hands, so I extended mine & said, ‘Sophie Winston.” 6. “A mask, complete with 
bloody fangs, made him even more frightening.” 7. “What is that? “The EMT didn’t have Wolf’s tact, ‘Vampire bite.” 8. “I had 
drizzled white powdered sugar & used a toothpick to drag it into spider web designs.” 9. “Jen confessed, ‘The socks protect our 
throats from vampire bites. We saw those bite marks on the pirate’s neck & thought we should take precautions.”  10. p. 70 
“They passed the next half hour stringing garlic teeth on dental floss.” [[”It's sturdier than most sewing threads & would slide 
through the garlic teeth better, too.”]] the   vampire orthodontia.   11. “Jen & I saw the bite marks on his neck.” 12. “Did he have 
long fangs for biting people?” 13. “At her house, she stuffed nightclothes, face creams, a toothbrush, & CD player on which she 
listened to books & which she couldn’t sleep without into a bag made of recycled fibers by impoverished women in Africa.” 14. 
“Then why bother leaving bite marks on Patrick when it wouldn’t have been so much easier to bash him over the head or stab 
him” 15. “The boy laughed under the streetlights, & I could see vampire fangs in his mouth.” 16. “To her credit, Jen looked 
miserable when she said, ‘Aunt Sophie, they’re saying you put the vampire bite mark on Patrick’s neck to make people think 
Viktor was back & get publicity for the haunted house.” 17. “But there were marks on the body-the vampire bite,’ said Jen.” 18. 
“You realize that Patrick found vampire teeth in Blake’s bedroom.” 19. “So many people had suggested that the killer left a 
vampire bite on Patrick’s neck for publicity.” 20. “2 vampires tapped the window & flashed their fangs.” 21. “She’d used white 
make-up all over her face & drawn black circles around her eyes, a black triangle on her nose, & garish grinning teeth over her 
lips, giving her pretty face the look of a skull.” “He had fangs.”  22. “If the faux vampire bites turned out to be the same on 
Patrick & Frank, then it meant the same person had attacked them.” 23. “Leach saliva contains a compound that prohibits blood 
clotting.” 24.  “Her teeth clenched, she said.” 25. “On the opposite side of the gaping hole, a vampire bared his teeth at us.” 
NOTE: [[Davis deposited: “Oh my goodness!  I had no idea that I included so many references to teeth. Of course, teeth are 
vital to a vampire. To the rest of us, too, but vampires are known for their fangs.” Frankly, I hadn't given any thought to how 
much teeth came up in The Diva Haunts the House. I'm delighted that I finally included dentistry.” (That’s in reference to letting 
her know the dental tidbits in her other DIVA books. There weren’t many.) ]] 
 
DEADLY DUES—Linda Kupecek=Out of work protagonist Lulu Malone, along with 4 other union members/friends, is called 
by rotten union officer manager Stan Pope to come to his office 1 night. BTW, Lulu is quite well-known for her part as the 
spokesperson for Bow Wow Dog Food along with Horatio her dog. They discover Stan with a letter opener in his back. This man 
has done so much damage to their lives that they go to a restaurant, not calling the cops & deciding to pretend they never went to 
the office. The next day there’s nothing to show what happened. Then Lulu & 1 of the guys spots Stan’s body in a dumpster. 
They don’t contact the police, & no 1 calls about that. Lulu’s life gets threatened, & Horatio goes missing after a man tries to 
slay her in her house. Someone kills him while he’s trying to waste Lucy.  
PAID TIDBITS: 1. “We may have variable incomes, and occasional problems with our telephone bills, but our winsome and 
dramatic photographs (some of them maybe a bit long in the tooth) hand above us as a reminder of our so-called fame.” 2. “…& 
Horatio was spread on top of him like a giant mound of tapioca on a toothpick,..” 3. “He shook me so hard that I was sure a 
filling moved from 1 suburb to another.”. “My teeth were doing a breakdance in my mouth.” [[“I just imagined Lulu's teeth in 



her mouth & what it would feel like to be shaken violently, the way one 's whole being vibrates after being near a 
jackhammer.”]] .4. “I was somewhat long in the tooth for grant applications,…:” 5. “.Usually he talks non-stop, like a DDS’ 
drill, be instead we drove along Aleventra Drive in silence.” [[“I frequently refer to annoying music, for example, extended drum 
solos, as being like a DDS's drill. I think a lot of us lie in the chair & pray for the end of the drilling. So I wanted to convey that 
sometimes nonstop conversation can be just as overwhelming.”]] 6. She threw herself on me, her little teeth gnawing on my 
Jones New York jacket” 7. With bad breath.” 8. “His face broke into an incredulous broken-toothed smile This boy needs a DDS, 
I thought.” [[“I wanted to convey that Lulu felt sorry for him because he didn't take care of himself.”]] 8. “That’s a really awful 
noise,’ said the kid, ‘your teeth grinding like that.” 9. “Gee, Sherilyn,’ I said, sweetly, “You should see an orthodontist about 
that spray problem.” [[“I don't even know if it was accurate. Lulu was just trying to rile Sherilyn by pointing out her lack of 
class.”]] 10. “His uncle Joe had once sat in a DDS’ waiting room next to somebody who said he was with the Mob.”  [[“I wanted 
to include some innocent environment, where people sat and waited, and decided that a dental office would be more interesting 
than an airport or medical clinic. Even the mob must have to go to DDSs.”]] 11. “The noise stopped when she spoke, & I 
realized it had been the sound of her teeth grinding. Of that was what I sounded like, I knew I would never get another gig or 
another date until I became more zen-like. Civilized women do not grind their teeth in the face of adversity.” 12. “I ground my 
teeth. Lu, stop that Remember how Sherilyn sounded. I forced myself to relax my molars & looked around for an easily hidden 
weapon.”   
NOTE: [[Kupecek filled in: “Thank you for your interest! I hadn't realized there were so many references to teeth in Deadly 
Dues. I guess I included many of the references because the mouth, & teeth, & breath, are such a personal part of appearances & 
interaction. One forms opinions based on the smile & the upkeep. The other day I met a woman with such a flashing, brilliant, 
artificially white smile that I felt as if I should put on sunglasses. (Hey, that's a good line. I'm going to see if I can fit it into 
Trashing the Trailer, the next Lulu mystery.”]] 
 

SONG=BIG ROCK CANDY MOUNTAIN =Harry McClintock 
   One evening as the sun went down & the jungle fire was burning  

Down the track came a hobo hiking & he said boys I'm not turning  
I'm headin for a land that's far away beside the crystal fountains  
So come with me we'll go & see the Big Rock Candy Mountains  
 
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains there's a land that's fair & bright  
Where the handouts grow on bushes & you sleep out every night  
Where the boxcars are all empty & the sun shines every day  
On the birds & the bees & the cigarette trees  
Where the lemonade springs where the bluebird sings  
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains  
 
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains all the cops have wooden legs  
AND THE BULLDOGS ALL HAVE RUBBER TEETH & the hens lay soft boiled  
eggs  
The farmer's trees are full of fruit & the barns are full of hay  
Oh, I'm bound to go where there ain't no snow  
Where the rain don't fall & the wind don't blow  
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains.  
 
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains you never change your socks  
And the little streams of alcohol come a-tricklin' down the rocks  
The brakemen have to tip their hats & the railroad bulls are blind  
There's a lake of stew & of whiskey too  
You can paddle all around 'em in a big canoe  
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains  
 
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains the jails are made of tin  
And you can walk right out again as soon as you are in  
There ain't no short handled shovels, no axes saws or picks  
I'm a goin to stay where you sleep all day  
Where they hung the jerk that invented work  
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains  
 
I'll see you all this coming fall in the Big Rock Candy Mountains  
 

 


